
One week into the holidays and we all hope you are enjoying the break from your work. We have another week of holidays so we have collated a collection of activities for you to keep the boredom away. Remember to 

send pictures on Teams so we can see what great fun you are having. 

Lower Key Stage 2- Whit Holidays Activities- Week 2- Non-screen activities you can do at home.  

Art 

Create a chalkboard 

mural on a wall, fence or 

driveway. Let it 

represent things that 

have been important to 

you over this pandemic. 

Perhaps a rainbow to 

represent key workers 

or a picture of all the 

people in your family.   

DT 

Create a picnic for you 

and people in your 

household to enjoy in 

the garden or at a park. 

Can you create 

something for 

everyone? Maybe you 

could take their orders 

so you know you have 

everything they want.   

 

Paper aeroplane races 

Who can make the best 

paper plane in the 

house? Everyone is to 

make a paper plane and 

then race them outside. 

Which plane can fly the 

furthest? 

PE 

Choreograph a dance 

routine to one of your 

favourite songs. Can you 

teach it to your 

siblings/parent?  

Sleep outs 

Camp out in your back 

garden or your living 

room if the weather is 

not kind.  

Tell stories to one 

another and enjoy being 

somewhere quiet with 

the people you love.      

Help at home (PE links) 

With all this beautiful 

weather, why not spend 

it outside cleaning the 

car (or a neighbour’s 

car- ask them first!). 

This will keep you busy, 

exercise your muscles 

and make an adult 

extremely happy.  

Maths 

Using coins at home, 

find as many different 

possible ways of making 

different totals. For 

example, can you make 

£6 and 45p using less 

than 7 coins? Can you 

make it using exactly 10 

coins? 

Life skills 

Use this week to 

prepare for you getting 

older. Think of one 

chore you don’t know 

how to do, and find out 

how to do it. This could 

be using the washing 

machine, doing the 

washing up or even 

making a cup of tea.  

Music  

Listen to the wind as it rustles the leaves, Watch 

and listen to raindrops as they fall outside. Be 

inspired by these natural sounds and create some 

marvellous music.  

Use junk modelling or recycled objects such as 

spoons to make wind chimes. Use Natural materials 

such as leaves, sticks, shells or seeds for quieter 

sounds. Fill bottles or tubs with sand, stones or 

beans to recreate the sound of rain. How will you 

make a soft sound? What about a thunderous 

sound? 

Create a hot air balloon (science) 

You will need: sellotape, cardboard tubes (e.g. an empty toilet roll), black bin 

bags, hairdryer 

• Prepare the balloon: take the bin bag and wave it around so it fills with air, 

then hold it upside down and let go (The bag should float down to the 

ground). 

1. The helpers should tie the bag handles together so that only a small 

opening remains and tuck the handles inside so they are not loose. 

2. Helpers should then slide a cardboard tube into the bag opening. 

This will make it easier to fill the bags with air, and will also reduce the risk of 

the bags melting. 

3. While the helpers hold the bag, you should fill it with air, using the 

hairdryer on the coolest setting. As it fills with warm air, the bag should 

tug away and eventually fly. (The cool setting will still create warm air but 

will not melt the bags.) 

4. Why did the bag floated with the warm air but not the cold air? (Warm air 

particles are lighter than cold air particles and rise) 

5. If you have siblings, let them try, maybe even hold a race to see whose 

balloon goes the furthest or highest. You could mark each balloon with a 

different sticker so they don’t get mixed up. 

7. Make sure you collect your balloon afterwards, so they don’t create litter 

or become a hazard to local wildlife 

Geography 

Using a world map, locate any locations from films on there, e.g if you watch 

Mulan, you would label or colour in China. How many countries have you visited 

through films?  

This is an example one using Disney films (the bottom left hand corner are 

ones that are in made up lands): 

 

  

Lower Key Stage 2- Whit Holidays Activities- Week 1- Activities involving technology 

Computing 

I’ve set some tasks on Purple 

Mash for you to explore over 

the holidays. There is a real 

mix of activities there.  

Road Safety 

Now we can be out and about 

more, it is important we 

know how to stay safe on and 

around the roads. Complete 

this activity to brush up 

your knowledge.  

 

Additional learning 

There are lots of brilliant 

lessons online, BBC Bitesize 

and Oak National Academy 

have lots where you can 

select the topic or theme 

you want to learn about.    

Geography 

Can you use Digimaps 

(SK145PL and jarves84) to 

find the countries and places 

you have visited.  

Send a picture of you using 

it, for a prize when we 

return to school from Miss 

Peart. a 

Trips 

Can’t get out and about? Let 

the museums/ aquariums/ 

concerts/ theatre shows 

come to you. Take a tour 

around the venue of your 

choice here. 

Science 

Video clips and science 

games can be found here. 

Why not try to complete as 

many games as you can. Has 

your learning stuck?   

Blue Peter Badge 

There are lots of activities 

you can do to earn a Blue 

Peter Badge which will make 

days out cheaper when 

everything opens. Which 

badge will you earn?  

Find some ideas here. 

 

 

https://www.think.gov.uk/resource/take-the-lead-game/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tags/zmyxxyc/year-3-and-p4-lessons/1
https://www.thenational.academy/year-4/foundation/introducing-yourself-in-spanish-year-4-wk2-2
https://digimapforschools.edina.ac.uk/login
https://www.travelzoo.com/uk/blog/amazing-places-you-can-visit-without-leaving-home/?ec=0&dlinkId=2872254
http://www.crickweb.co.uk/ks2science.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/joinin/about-blue-peter-badges


 

PE Whit Holiday Challenge 

 

 

 

 



 

Science Project of the week (egg white and yolk)            DT Project of the week (making a smoothie) 

 

 

 

 

 


